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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Rituximab is a monoclonal antibody first approved by the European Medicines Agency in 1998. It is currently licensed for the treatment of the adult with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) rheumatoid arthritis, granulomatosis with polyangiitis and microscopic polyangiitis.\[[@pone.0229973.ref001]--[@pone.0229973.ref005]\] The therapeutic efficacy of rituximab is based on the B-cell depletion mediated by the selective binding of CD20 receptors expressed on the surface of these cells.\[[@pone.0229973.ref001]\] By causing the depletion of B lymphocytes, rituximab interferes with humoral immunity, and the risk of infections represent one of the major safety concerns associated with its use. In particular, treatment with rituximab has been associated with episodes of bacteremia, sepsis, and other opportunistic infections, including reactivation of latent viral infections. \[[@pone.0229973.ref001]--[@pone.0229973.ref002],[@pone.0229973.ref006]\]

As for the hematological malignancies, with the exception of early stage follicular lymphoma, rituximab is considered the first-line treatment for patients with NHL and CLL.\[[@pone.0229973.ref001],[@pone.0229973.ref007]\] In newly treated patients rituximab is administered in combination with chemotherapy. Monotherapy with rituximab is indicated as maintenance therapy for patients who responded to induction therapy. Monotherapy is also indicated in patients with stage III-IV follicular lymphoma who are chemo-resistant or those in their second or subsequent relapse after chemotherapy. In particular, the administration of 375 mg/m2 is recommended, for both induction and maintenance therapy, for the treatment of NHL, while the total number of administrations may range from 4 to 12 depending on the specific subtype of NHL to be treated (i.e. follicular lymphoma or diffuse large B cell). On the other hand, the recommended dose of rituximab for treating CLL is 375 mg/m2 for the first administration followed by 500 mg/m2 for subsequent cycles, for a total of 6 cycles.\[[@pone.0229973.ref001]\]

To date, real-world evidence on rituximab utilization in the large adult population affected by onco-hematological malignancies is still poor. \[[@pone.0229973.ref008]\] In Italy, electronic administrative databases, which are the most widely used data source for studying drug utilization in large populations \[[@pone.0229973.ref009],[@pone.0229973.ref010]\] cannot accurately track the use of drugs in the hospital setting. However, the missing information about the drug use, such as the indication of use, treatment line, and drug administration during inpatient care, can be found in other existing intra-hospital databases like the hospital pharmacy management system database.

The aim of this study was to explore the feasibility of linking records from the electronic database of the Hospital Pharmacy of Siena (HPS) and the Regional Administrative Database of Tuscany (RAD) to generate real-world evidence on intravenous antineoplastic drug use in Italy. With this purpose, we described the pattern of drug use, survival and hospital admissions for adverse infectious events, in patients treated with rituximab for hematologic malignancies at the University Hospital of Siena (UHS).

Methods {#sec006}
=======

Data sources {#sec007}
------------

RAD collects information on healthcare services dispensed to Tuscan inhabitants and reimbursed by the National Healthcare Service. \[[@pone.0229973.ref009]--[@pone.0229973.ref011]\] RAD includes different registries that can be linked through a pseudo-anonymized regional person identifier code (ID). For this study we used RAD data from the following three sources: i) the population registry, which records demographic information, including vital status (if the patients were alive or dead) of all inhabitants entitled to public healthcare assistance; ii) the outpatient's drug dispensing registry, which include information on reimbursed drugs for outpatient use (i.e. drug name, formulation, date of dispensing and the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) Classification System code), and iii) the hospital discharge records, which included inpatient diagnoses and procedures associated to hospitalization events.

HPS database records information concerning intravenous drugs prepared by the hospital pharmacy and administered to both inpatients and outpatients treated at the UHS. The database contains demographic data of treated patients as well as information on drug administration, including the indication of use, date of administration, treatment line and dose.

Dataset creation {#sec008}
----------------

The competent regional authority (ESTAR---Ente di Supporto Tecnico-Amministrativo Regionale) attributed a pseudo-anonymized ID to all patients identified in HPS as having ≥1 record of rituximab treatment recorded between January 1, 2009, and June 30, 2016, in the oncology or hematology unit of the AOUS (Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Senese). The anonymized data from HPS were then linked to RAD using the regional ID.

Population selection, study design, and statistical analysis {#sec009}
------------------------------------------------------------

We described utilization of rituximab for patients who received at least 1 dose of the drug between Jan 1, 2009, and June 30, 2016, as 1st line treatment for CLL and NHL. The first rituximab administration recorded in HPS between January 1, 2012, and June 30, 2016, was the *cohort entry date*. Patients aged ≤18 at cohort entry were excluded as well as those for which the linkage to RAD was not feasible. Furthermore, patients with ≤1 year of the *look-back period* (i.e. the observation time that runs backward with respect to cohort entry \[[@pone.0229973.ref012]\]) in RAD were excluded. Patients of Tuscany admitted to hospitals other than UHS were also excluded. Finally, we excluded from the analysis all the patients with indication other than CLL and NHL

*New users* of rituximab (i.e. patients who received rituximab administration for the first time \[[@pone.0229973.ref013]\]) were identified and defined as patients with no records of rituximab administration or dispensing neither in HPS nor in RAD before the *index date*.

Patients were classified as NHL or CLL patients on the basis of the indication of use recorded in the hospital pharmacy database in association with the first rituximab administration (i.e. at cohort entry). The one-year mortality rate was calculated by indication of rituximab use, as recorded in HPS, and the survival curves were plotted applying the Kaplan-Meier method to all the available follow-up time data in RAD (30 June 2016).

To describe the utilization pattern of rituximab during the first year of treatment, new users with 1 complete year of follow-up in RAD were selected. Using HPS data, age, sex, treatment line, number of rituximab administrations and mean dose received during one year were described.

Adverse infectious events occurring during the first year of treatment were also described considering all new users, regardless of minimum follow-up duration. Adverse infectious events were described in terms of type and frequency using diagnoses recorded in hospital discharge records available from RAD. The list of infectious events proposed by Kavicic et al, \[[@pone.0229973.ref014]\] with corresponding ICD9CM codes, was applied. The distribution of the time-to-onset of the observed infectious events from the first rituximab administration was also described.

Since NHL and CLL are different diseases and guidelines governing rituximab use change between these pathologies, all the analyses described above were executed and reported according to the indication of rituximab use recorded in HPS, i.e. NHL and CLL respectively. The study was approved by the Ethical Committees section "Area Vasta Sud-Est" in July 2016 (code identifier: ARSAOUS2016).

Results {#sec010}
=======

A total of 425 users of rituximab were identified in HPS. For approximately 90% of these patients (N = 392), data recorded in HPS could be linked to those in RAD. ([Fig 1](#pone.0229973.g001){ref-type="fig"})

![Study flow chart.\
The picture represents the number of rituximab users identified in HPS as prevalent and new users. All exclusion motivation were reported.](pone.0229973.g001){#pone.0229973.g001}

A total of 311 new users were identified, corresponding to 264 patients with NHL and 47 with CLL.

The one-year mortality rate was 7.8 per 100 person-months for CLL and 6.9 per 100 person-months for NHL. The 4-years overall survival (OS) rates for both CLL and NHL patients were approximately 70%. There was no significant difference between survival curves plotted for patients with NHL and CLL, respectively (log-rank test: p = 0.41). ([Fig 2](#pone.0229973.g002){ref-type="fig"})

![Kaplan Meier overall survival analysis for CLL and NHL incident patients.\
The picture represents the survival of incident patients with CLL (blue line) and NHL (red line). NHL: non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma; CLL: chronic lymphocytic leukemia.](pone.0229973.g002){#pone.0229973.g002}

On a total of 311 new users of rituximab, 34.7% had \< 1 year of follow-up ([Table 1](#pone.0229973.t001){ref-type="table"}). In particular, during the first year of treatment 14.8% of them died, 0.6% emigrated from Tuscany, 0.9% was admitted to a different hospital and 18.3% reached the end of the study period before the completion of one year of observation.

10.1371/journal.pone.0229973.t001

###### Patient new users enrolled at the AOUS for treatment with rituximab.

![](pone.0229973.t001){#pone.0229973.t001g}

                                                Indications               
  --------------------------------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------
  Overall new users (total)                     264           47          311
  New users with \<1 year of follow-up, n (%)   90 (34.1)     18 (38.3)   108 (34.7)
      Death                                     39 (14.7)     7 (14.9)    46 (14.8)
      Emigration                                2 (0.8)       \-          2 (0.6)
      Admission to a different hospital         2 (0.8)       1 (2.1)     3 (0.9)
      End of the study period                   47 (17.8)     10 (21.3)   57 (18.3)
  New users with one year of follow up, n(%)    174 (70.4)    29 (61.7)   203 (65.3)

NHL: Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma; CLL: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia

Among 203 new users with 1 complete year of follow-up, 174 received rituximab for the treatment of NHL and 29 for CLL. The ratio between men and women was 1.1 for NHL and 2.6 for CLL, and new users with ≥65 years old were 60.4% and 68.9% respectively ([Table 2](#pone.0229973.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0229973.t002

###### Rituximab new users characteristics with at least one year of follow-up.

![](pone.0229973.t002){#pone.0229973.t002g}

                                                                  Indications                
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------ -------------
  Men/women ratio                                                 1.1           2.6          1.2
  Mean age                                                        65.2          69.9         63.9
      Women                                                       67.1          66\.         64.2
      Men                                                         63.4          71.2         63.7
  Age bands, n (%)                                                                           
      18--44                                                      12 (7.5)      \-           12 (5.9)
      45--64                                                      57 (32.7)     9 (31)       66 (32.5)
      65+                                                         105 (60.4)    20 (68.9)    125 (61.6)
  N. administrations per patient                                                             
  Mean (range)                                                    6.5 (1--11)   5.7 (1--8)   6.4 (1--11)
  Distribution of patients per number of administrations, n (%)                              
      1--2                                                        9 (5.2)       1 (3.5)      10 (4.9)
      3--4                                                        27 (15.5)     4 (13.8)     31 (15.3)
      5--6                                                        42 (24.1)     19 (65.5)    61 (30.0)
      7--8                                                        79 (45.4)     5 (17.3)     84 (41.4)
      8+                                                          17 (9.7)      \-           17 (8.4)
  Mean dose, mg                                                   659.2         788.2        675.7
  1st dose                                                        648.9         675.8        652.7
  Doses after the 1st                                             661.1         811.8        679.9
  Treatment line                                                                             
      1a                                                          168 (96.5)    26 (89.6)    194 (95.6)
      2a                                                          6 (3.5)       3 (10.3)     9 (4.4)

NHL: Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma; CLL: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia

Overall, 95.6% of patients received rituximab as first-line treatment. As for the number of administrations received during the first year of treatment, 45.4% of patients with NHL received from 7 to 8 and 9.7% received \> 8 doses. The majority of patients with CLL (65.5%) received from 5 to 6 doses, while only 5 patients (17.3%) received between 7 and 8 doses. No patients with CLL received \> 8 doses. The widest difference between the mean dose at the first and the subsequent administrations was observed in users with CLL (1st dose 675.8 mg vs subsequent doses: 811.8 mg) ([Table 2](#pone.0229973.t002){ref-type="table"}).

Among 311 new users, 23 (7%) had at least one hospital diagnosis of infectious disease recorded during the first year of treatment with rituximab. The most frequently diagnosed event was \"sepsis\" (n = 16) ([Table 3](#pone.0229973.t003){ref-type="table"}). Most of the diagnoses considered for this analysis involved admissions to the UHS (n = 21/23). Notably, two patients had a record of viral hepatitis infection though they were not listed as the primary cause of hospital admission ([S1 Table](#pone.0229973.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0229973.t003

###### New users with at least one hospital diagnosis of adverse infectious events.

![](pone.0229973.t003){#pone.0229973.t003g}

                                                                                                                                               Indication of use                 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------- --------------
  Patients with ≥1 adverse infectious event (from first rituximab administration up to 1 year)                                                 20 (7.6)            3 (6.4)       23 (7.4)
  Women (%)                                                                                                                                    5 (1.9)             0             5 (1.6)
  Admitted to University Hospital of Siena (%)                                                                                                 19 (7.2)            2 (4.2)       21 (6.7)
  **Bacteremia**                                                                                 790.7                                         **1 (0.4)**         **0**         **1 (0.3)**
  **Sepsis**                                                                                                                                   **15 (5.7)**        **1 (2.1)**   **16 (5.1)**
  Staphylococcus aureus septicemia                                                               038.11                                        1 (0.4)             0             1 (0.3)
  Other staphylococcal septicemia                                                                038.19                                        2 (0.8)             1 (2.1)       3 (1)
  Septicemia due to other gram-negative organisms                                                038.4[\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    3 (1.1)             0             3 (1)
  Unspecified septicemia                                                                         038.9                                         3 (1.1)             0             3 (1)
  Systemic inflammatory response syndrome due to infectious process without organ dysfunction    995.91                                        4 (1.5)             0             4 (1.3)
  Septic shock                                                                                   785.52                                        2 (0.8)             0             2 (0.6)
  **Adenovirus infection**                                                                                                                     **4 (1.5)**         **1 (2.1)**   **5 (1.6)**
  Cytomegalovirus                                                                                785                                           1 (0.4)             0             1 (0.3)
  Herpes simplex virus                                                                           054.XX[\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0                   1 (2.1)       1 (0.3)
  Herpes zoster (Human Herpesvirus 3)                                                            053.XX[\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   1 (0.5)             0             1 (0.3)
  Hepatitis B virus                                                                              070.3[\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    2 (1.1)             0             2 (0.6)
  **Pulmonary tuberculosis (Mycobacterium tuberculosis)**                                        **1173**                                      **0**               **1 (2.1)**   **1 (0.3)**

\*Infections events, recorded during one year following the first administration of rituximab, were retrieved from diagnosis codes recorded in both primary or secondary position of the discharge record. Only the first documented infectious events per patients was described. NHL: Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma; CLL: Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia

Finally, we described the time-to-onset of adverse infections events ([S2 Table](#pone.0229973.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The average time between the first rituximab administration and the first infectious events was lower for adenovirus infectious (62.2 days) compared to sepsis (131.7 days). We observed only one case of bacteremia and one of tuberculosis: the average time-to-onset was 9 and 203 days respectively (see [S3 Table](#pone.0229973.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} with the time-to-onset analysis restricted to the primary cause of hospital admission only).

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study providing real-world evidence on rituximab utilization in the Italian clinical practice by combining information from routinely collected administrative data and a hospital pharmacy database. The analysis of the two data sources provided a general description of the utilization pattern, survival and adverse infectious events in patients treated with rituximab for NHL and CLL at the UHS. Overall, findings from this study were in line with current treatment recommendations and available knowledge on the rituximab safety profile. \[[@pone.0229973.ref015],[@pone.0229973.ref016]\]

As expected from clinical guidelines, \[[@pone.0229973.ref017]\] almost all patients in the study cohort were recorded into the HPS database as receiving rituximab as first-line treatment for NHL and CLL. This was confirmed by the overlap of the observed distribution by sex and age of new users at the time of the first administration with the respective hematological pathologies for which the drug was used. \[[@pone.0229973.ref018],[@pone.0229973.ref019]\]

The observed number of administrations during the first year treatment with rituximab, as well as the average administered dose, appeared to reflects the recommended posology for the treatment of NHL and CLL, as reported in the rituximab Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC). \[[@pone.0229973.ref001]\] In particular, the majority of patients with CLL received up to 6 administrations during the first year of treatment. Unexpectedly, one out of 6 patients with CLL received between 7 and 8 doses. Although these findings might be explained by the possible misclassification of the indication of use (i.e. NHL versus CLL) or repeated infusions following an interruption due to health problems of drug-induced toxicity, further investigations are warranted to exclude possible inappropriate utilization behaviors. The number of new users with only 1 or 2 administrations was negligible in both groups. Although these patients could be considered undertreated, the possible onset of serious adverse reactions (e.g. immune-related events) is likely to explain the suspension of the treatment. As for the average administered dose, a marked increase was observed after the first administration in the CLL group only, which was in line with the recommendations of use. \[[@pone.0229973.ref001]\]

Although other studies analyzed different inpatient populations and used different methodologies \[[@pone.0229973.ref020]--[@pone.0229973.ref022]\], we observed a comparable four-year survival of approximately 70% following the first rituximab administration. Using data from 12 German cancer registries, Pulte et al. \[[@pone.0229973.ref020]\] reported a 5-years survival of 80% since the first diagnosis of CLL, regardless of the use of rituximab or any other chemotherapy. A study from Jaime-Pérez et al. \[[@pone.0229973.ref021]\] reported a 5-year overall survival of patients diagnosed with NHL ranging from 63.8% (diffuse large B cell NHL) to 70.6% (follicular NHL).

Clinical trials on rituximab have shown controversial results due to the association of this drug with infections. \[[@pone.0229973.ref023]\] We observed that sepsis is the most frequently reported event following rituximab use. [Table 3](#pone.0229973.t003){ref-type="table"} showed 15/16 sepsis occurred in patients with NHL, which is not surprising, due to the more aggressive nature of this disease which often requires more intense chemotherapy, particularly in younger fit patients, compared to CLL.

However, the observed percentage of patients with at least one hospital diagnosis of infection during the first year of treatment, as well as the nature of the observed infectious events, appeared to be compatible with those reported in clinical trials. \[[@pone.0229973.ref004],[@pone.0229973.ref024]\] The SmPC reports that 4% of patients treated with rituximab in monotherapy experienced severe infections. \[[@pone.0229973.ref001]\] Rituximab use is contraindicated in patients with preexisting active infections. In particular, cases of hepatitis B reactivation, including fulminant hepatitis with fatal outcome, have been reported with rituximab treatment \[[@pone.0229973.ref001],[@pone.0229973.ref025]\], therefore screening for hepatitis B infection should be performed in all patients before initiating the treatment. Treatment with rituximab may also worsen the outcome of primary hepatitis B infection. With this respect, we observed two cases of hepatitis B infection recorded during the first year of treatment, though it is difficult to establish whether the infection was preexisting or not at the time of rituximab first administration. As for infectious events, given the exploratory nature of this study on the feasibility of linking RAD with HPS to perform pharmacoepidemiologic studies on infusive antineoplastics, the factors that might have predisposed patients to infectious complications were not collected so that we cannot establish the actual role of rituximab with respect to the occurrence of the observed events and whether they occurred in presence of neutropenic fever. Although assessing whether sepsis and the other infectious events observed could or could not be attributable to rituximab was not the aim of this descriptive study, it should be acknowledged that factors other than rituximab use, such as the advanced disease state, neutropenia, immunosuppression from other chemotherapy agents, might explain the occurrence of the infectious events observed. In particular, concomitant chemotherapy can have a significant quali-quantitative impact on the infectious events observed in rituximab treated patients. Moreover, patients who receive rituximab alone as induction therapy are likely to have significantly different survival and clinical characteristics compared to those who also receive concomitant chemotherapy. Although the information on concomitant chemotherapy was not available in the dataset authorized for the execution of this exploratory study, we can assume that approximatively all patients in the present study cohort received an induction combination therapy. Such an assumption is also supported by the high rate of serious adverse infectious events observed in this study. Conversely, a phase III randomized trial from Taverna and colleagues reported only 8-grade III-IV infectious events in 165 patients with follicular lymphoma exposed to maintenance therapy with rituximab monotherapy during 5 years follow-up. \[[@pone.0229973.ref026]\]

The main strength of this study was the linkage of two distinct sources of data routinely collected for administrative and hospital pharmacy management purposes. The two data sources provided complementary information on rituximab utilization in real-word setting and allowed to observe a large number of patients treated with rituximab for hematological indications during a long follow-up period. While HPS provided fundamental information on the actual indication of rituximab use and treatment line, which are not collected in administrative data, the integration with RAD containing health data (hospitalization, death, and health services' consumption), allowed to longitudinally follow patients treated with rituximab, even outside the University Hospital of Siena, providing information on patient's admissions to other Italian hospitals, or outpatient infusion center, vital status and emigration. The possibility of following patients even outside the hospital of Siena represents an important strength of this study. Although describing for the first time rituximab use, this study also has several limitations. First, HPS data was used for the first time for drug utilization research purposes and no validation studies are available. However, information retrieved from this source appeared to be consistent with clinical guidelines and treatment recommendations suggesting a high degree of reliability of the information recorded. \[[@pone.0229973.ref001],[@pone.0229973.ref027],[@pone.0229973.ref028]\] Another limitation of the study is represented by the lack of other important clinical information that is relevant to the description and evaluation of rituximab use, patient survival, occurrence and management of adverse infectious events in clinical practice. Indeed, information on tumor subtype (e.g. diffuse large B cell NHL versus follicular NHL), histology and stage, or patients' performance status, or antimicrobic drugs used during the hospital stay is not available in the data sources used for this study since this information is usually recorded in medical records. However, with our approach, we provided for the first time a general overview of the real-world utilization pattern of rituximab, adverse infectious events and the long-term survival in patients treated in a single Italian institution, which represents a novelty itself. Moreover, our experience set the stage for future studies in which the linkage of other existing intra-hospital sources of healthcare data (pathology registries, medical chart) will be able to be explored in order to retrieve clinically meaningful information which will allow to better evaluate the real-world utilization pattern of rituximab and also provide evidence on the occurrence and management of serious and potentially fatal adverse infectious events.

Conclusions {#sec012}
===========

Through the combined use of hospital pharmacy and administrative data, this study provided evidence on the real-world utilization of rituximab in a large adult patient population with NHL and CLL at UHS. The observed pattern of utilization was in line with treatment guidelines and current knowledge on rituximab safety profile The linkage of patient-level data from HPS and RAD obtained in this study, demonstrates the great potential for future pharmaco-epidemiological studies on antineoplastic medications administered in the Italian hospital setting in Italy. Further studies are needed to explore the combined use of existing intra-hospital data sources other than hospital pharmacy (e.g. medical records, pathology registries). Considering the high costs of these drugs and the associated adverse reactions, monitoring the real-world utilization and appropriateness of use is of paramount importance both for patient's health and health care system sustainability.

Supporting information {#sec013}
======================

###### Hospitalizations due to adverse infectious events recorded up to one year from the first rituximab administration.

The table shows the total number of hospitalizations due to adverse infectious events recorded up to one year from first rituximab administration (events were also subdivided by Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) and Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)). ICD-9CM codes about infectious events were reported.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time-to-onset of adverse infectious events occurred up to one year from the first rituximab administration.

The table shows the time-to-onset of adverse infectious events that occurred up to one year from the first rituximab administration (both primary or secondary positions of hospital discharge records were considered). Meantime, median time, as the range days of the time-to-onset were reported.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Time-to-onset of adverse infectious events occurred up to one year from the first rituximab administration.

The table shows the time-to-onset of adverse infectious events occurred up to one year from the first rituximab administration (only primary positions of hospital discharge records). Meantime, median time, as the range days of the time-to-onset were reported.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The manuscript by the group of Marina Ziche gives a real picture of the appropriate administration of rituximab and its clinical effect in terms of overall survival in patients affected by non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia with a focus on adverse infectious events related to the therapy.

The mansucript deals with an interesting, new retrospective approach: it looks at the Hospital Pharmacy of Siena and the Regional Administrative Database of Tuscany databases to extrapolate with a rigourous procedure the data regarding rituximab. The study is undoubtly interesting because it gives the possibilty to use also administrative databases to check the appropriatness of a drug administration and, above all, to have a real-world picture of the efficacy and toxicity of an important drug. This information is fundamental for many future studies, such as the pharmacoeconomic ones.

However, despite the efforts of the authors, there are some points that need to be clarified and better discussed:

1\. as well stated in the introduction, rituximab is administered alone but also in combination with other chemotherapeutic drugs. Could the authors list these concomitant drugs and describe the survival effects in the subset of patients administered with these combinations? Furthermore, is there a difference in the averse infectious disease with those patients administered with rituximab alone? If these data could not be retrieved, please deeply discuss these issues into the discussion section of the text;

2\. the authors listed the limitations of the study in the discusson section. The reviewer really appreciated this honest way to look at the shown data. However, could the authors include a list of antimicrobic drug that have been administered to the patients with infectious ADRs? these treatment were effective on rituximab-treated patients?

Finally, probably the short title is the ideal title for the manuscript. The reviewer suggests to adopt it.

Reviewer \#2: in this interesting study the authors report a collimating cross between prescription, clinical data and information flows of the drug rituximab.

It would be intersteting to kow how may patients had a treatment with the use of Rituximab as a single drug and how many patients had a central venous catheter implanted. Moreover about the infectious event reported, should be useful to mantion the work by Taverna C et al (Rituximab Maintenance for a Maximum of 5 Years After Single-Agent Rituximab Induction in Follicular Lymphoma: Results of the Randomized Controlled Phase III Trial SAKK 35/03 J Clin Oncol. 2016 Feb 10;34(5):495-500) and comment the observed results in the paper submitted to PLOS

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.

10.1371/journal.pone.0229973.r002

Author response to Decision Letter 0

11 Feb 2020

We appreciate the interest shown by the editor and the reviewers towards our manuscript. We are grateful for the comments raised by the reviewers which we believe helped us to better explain the limitations of the study and its actual scientific value.

Please, find below our point by point responses to the reviewers' comments.

Reviewer \#1:

The manuscript by the group of Marina Ziche gives a real picture of the appropriate administration of rituximab and its clinical effect in terms of overall survival in patients affected by non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia with a focus on adverse infectious events related to the therapy.

The manuscript deals with an interesting, new retrospective approach: it looks at the Hospital Pharmacy of Siena and the Regional Administrative Database of Tuscany databases to extrapolate with a rigourous procedure the data regarding rituximab. The study is undoubtly interesting because it gives the possibility to use also administrative databases to check the appropriateness of a drug administration and, above all, to have a real-world picture of the efficacy and toxicity of an important drug. This information is fundamental for many future studies, such as the pharmacoeconomic ones.

However, despite the efforts of the authors, there are some points that need to be clarified and better discussed:

1\. as well stated in the introduction, rituximab is administered alone but also in combination with other chemotherapeutic drugs.

\- Could the authors list these concomitant drugs and describe the survival effects in the subset of patients administered with these combinations? Furthermore, is there a difference in the averse infectious disease with those patients administered with rituximab alone? If these data could not be retrieved, please deeply discuss these issues into the discussion section of the text;

1\) Unfortunately, we do not have the data needed to perform such additional analyses since the dataset extracted from Hospital Pharmacy of Siena for which we obtained permission to perform the present study does not contain information on concomitant chemotherapy.

However, according to the authorized onco-hematologic indications and the experience at the University Hospital of Siena of our reference clinicians and co-authors, M. Bocchia and A. Fabbri, new users of rituximab who start on monotherapy are extremely rare (around 5% expected) and differs significantly in terms of clinical characteristics compared to those on combination therapy.

We thanks the referee for this comment since we acknowledge that the statement we reported in the introduction section about the possibility of using rituximab in combination with chemotherapy or in monotherapy was too general and possibly misleading.

To better clarify this point, the introduction of the manuscript was modified as follow (pag. 3 line 57 of the revised manuscript):

"As for the haematological malignancies, with the exception of early stage follicular lymphoma, rituximab is considered the first-line treatment for patients with NHL and CLL. In newly treated patients rituximab is administered in combination with chemotherapy. Monotherapy with rituximab is indicated as maintenance therapy for patients who responded to induction therapy. Monotherapy is also indicated in patients with stage III-IV follicular lymphoma who are chemo-resistant or those in their second or subsequent relapse after chemotherapy."

We also added this sentence to the discussion section (line 253 -- 261):

"In particular, concomitant chemotherapy can have a significant quali-quantitave impact on the infectious events observed in rituximab treated patients. Moreover, patients who receive rituximab alone as induction therapy are likely to have significantly different survival and clinical characteristics compared to those who also receive concomitant chemotherapy. Although information on concomitant chemotherapy was not available in the dataset authorized for the execution of this exploratory study, we can assume that approximatively all patients in the present study cohort received an induction combination therapy. Such assumption is also supported by the high rate of serious adverse infectious events observed in this study. Conversely, a phase III randomized trial from Taverna and colleagues reported only 8 grade III-IV infectious events in 165 patients with follicular lymphoma exposed to maintenance therapy with rituximab monotherapy during 5 years"

2\. the authors listed the limitations of the study in the discussion section. The reviewer really appreciated this honest way to look at the shown data. However, could the authors include a list of antimicrobic drug that have been administered to the patients with infectious ADRs? these treatment were effective on rituximab-treated patients?

2\) The point raised by the reviewer is definitely of high scientific interest. However, the data sources used for this study do not collect the information needed to answer this question. The database of the Hospital Pharmacy of Siena only provides information on infusive antineoplastics. Moreover, infectious events described in this study were retrieved from hospital discharge records collected in the regional administrative databases of Tuscany. The latter data source does not record neither drug utilization during inpatient stay nor clinical outcomes needed to assess antimicrobic therapy effectiveness. Access to medical records would be necessary to answer this question.

We added this point among the study limitations and future perspectives that are reported from line 286 to line 299in the discussion section.

3\. Finally, probably the short title is the ideal title for the manuscript. The reviewer suggests to adopt it.

3\) As suggested by the referee we adopted the following title:

"Real word evidence on rituximab utilization at the University Hospital of Siena, Italy: combining regional administrative and hospital-pharmacy data"

Reviewer \#2:

in this interesting study the authors report a collimating cross between prescription, clinical data and information flows of the drug rituximab. It would be intersteting to know how may patients had a treatment with the use of Rituximab as a single drug and how many patients had a central venous catheter implanted.

4\) As for the use of rituximab as a single drug, please see the answer 1 to the Referee \#1.

As concern central venous catheter, it represents the standard of care at the University hospital of Siena, so that all patients in the study cohort are expected to have received central venous catheter implantation.

According to referee suggestion, we searched administrative data where this event is expected to be recorded. However, no record of such procedure was found (ICDM9 code 38.97 - central venous catheter implanted). As confirmed by the local coding personnel, the cost of this procedure is negligible compared to the other cost items claimed by the hospital for the healthcare assistance of rituximab users so that coding priority of central venous catheter implantation is extremely low.

5\. Moreover about the infectious event reported, should be useful to mantion the work by Taverna C et al (Rituximab Maintenance for a Maximum of 5 Years After Single-Agent Rituximab Induction in Follicular Lymphoma: Results of the Randomized Controlled Phase III Trial SAKK 35/03 J Clin Oncol. 2016 Feb 10;34(5):495-500) and comment the observed results in the paper submitted to PLOS

5\) We thanks the referee for suggesting us this interesting reference which we cited in the text as follow (please see also answer 1 to the Referee \#1):

" ....we can assume that approximatively all patients in the present study cohort received an induction combination therapy. Such assumption is also supported by the high rate of serious adverse infectious events observed in this study. Conversely, a phase III randomized trial from Taverna and colleagues reported only 8 grade III-IV infectious events in 165 patients with follicular lymphoma exposed to maintenance therapy with rituximab monotherapy during 5 years"
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Real word evidence on rituximab utilization: combining administrative and hospital-pharmacy data

PONE-D-19-30012R1

Dear Dr. Ziche,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements. As you can see, Reviewer \#2 was unsatisfied with your asnwers, but I believe you did everything you could to answer her/his questions and that the manuscript deserves to be published.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Francesco Bertolini, MD, PhD

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Additional Editor Comments (optional):

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#1: All comments have been addressed

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The authors provided sensible answer to the raised comments and consequently amended the manuscript.

Reviewer \#2: the authors responded adequately to the reviewers\' comments but the lack of the requested data makes the paper unacceptable for publication

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No
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PONE-D-19-30012R1

Real word evidence on rituximab utilization: combining administrative and hospital-pharmacy data

Dear Dr. Ziche:

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

For any other questions or concerns, please email <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE.

With kind regards,

PLOS ONE Editorial Office Staff

on behalf of

Dr. Francesco Bertolini

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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